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Metro Areas
and VMT

When it comes to increasing VMT, metro 
areas are the problem

Fortunately Metro Areas are also the 
solution

If the Legislature is willing to fund BRT, we 
can build it quickly
We can fund it with Metro Area-only 
revenue



Is A
Nationwide 
Problem

Both in regions that 
generally and also regions that do

Minnesota is not immune

Stereotypes vs. policy choices

We Can Make 
Other Choices

Minnesota has everything is needs to build 
a transit network that serves the whole 
region



vs. 
not helpful 
Rail Has 
Advantages:

Higher capacity

Lower per passenger operating expenses 

Economic development catalyst

Accessibility from level boarding

Superior ability to cut through snow

Higher speed (with longer distances 
between stops)



#1. 
Dedicated 
Guideway
BRT

Key Feature is the dedicated lane speed 
& reliability

Most expensive version of BRT, 
but still cheaper than rail



#2. 
Highway
BRT

Key feature is running in an HOV or HOT 
lane speed & reliability

fast l
Shoulder lane also used further out from 
downtowns

20 Years





+/- of
Highway
BRT

Disadvantages:   
Freeways are not the ideal location for 
economic development, but that will be 
less of a factor in the future as 
transportation electrifies.*

Advantages: 
Express service and station-to-station 
service in the same ROW
Very visible to drivers in the same travel-
shed seeing buses pass you by in the 
fast lane is an incentive for drivers to try 
BRT.



#3. 

BRT

On city streets

Not necessarily in its own lane

Upgrade to existing slow service



Key Features 
of All Three 
BRT Types

Frequency

Service on evenings & weekends

Off board payment speed

All door boarding speed

High quality stations including amenities 
real time signage, network information, 
lighting, emergency call boxes

Signal priority or signal pre-emption





BRT Success = 
Asking What 
Riders Want 
From A Transit 
System

Speed & reliability
Frequency
Safety
High quality stations including amenities 
real time signage, call boxes
Service evenings & weekends
Legibility 
Access to more destinations
Sidewalks to stations
These qualities = FREEDOM.

A Map of 
Freedom



Different 
Forms of BRT 
Serve Different 
Markets

Arterial BRT in core cities and 1st and 2nd

ring suburbs

Highway BRT and Guideway BRT can go 
much farther out from the core



Arterial BRT is 
an Upgrade to 
Existing 
Service

Speed = saving money

Role of counties, cities & legislators

Highway BRT needs a home

Biases in 
Transportation 
Policy

Allocation of Funding by Mode 

Allocation of Public Space 

Allocation of Resources by Congestion vs. 
Access

Equality of People

Transit Funding Decisions Against the 
Most-Efficient Customers 



THANK YOU equitable and sustainable transportation 
system.



Non-Climate
Benefits of 
Transit

Status Quo is Bad for:

Public Health

Affordability

Economic Competitiveness

Equity

Political Polarization



Reduce

Electrify

Reduce

Reuse

Recycle De-carbonize





Highway
BRT Variations

On Highways, with three types of stations
On-Line
In-Line
Off-Line


